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THE J3CL NEWS

Wednesday, September 5,1984

Parking:

Rates increase, rules change
by Benjamin Marrison
staff reporter

Students often complain about
rf parking arrangements at
University.
However, a move by Parking
Services could change the
moans to smiles, according to
Jean Yarnell, director of that
organization.
"The rate of parking in metered lots has been raised from
10 cents to 25 cents," Yarnell
said. "But more significantly,
the time limits on the parking
meters have been changed."
There are three metered lots
for students to park for one hour,
Yarnell said. They include: Lot
11, the lot west of McFall Center
and the lot immediately east of
the University Union.
Now there is only one lot with
a 10-hour time limit. It is Lot 17,

in front of Gamma Phi Beta
sorority. The other 14 visitor lots
are for a maximum of two hours
of parking.
Another factor in the decision
to switch is to give the students a
better chance of finding a spot in
key areas. "The cars will not be
parked all day and this will keep
the night-time commuters from
being shut out," she said.
"AUTOMOBILES WILL not
have to have a parking permit
on them to park in the metered
lots like before," Yarnell said.
This will allow students' parents
to visit the University and not
have to worry about getting a
visitor's permit.
In past years, all cars - regardless of the lot - had to have
a parking permit to park. If a
Srmit was not on the vehicle,
e owner received a warning.
i act year's warning said:
*<"*■
Last

"The University requires all visitors to display a parking permit
each time you park a vehicle on
any property of the University ...
This year's warning states:
"Visitors may park in any metered parking space without displaying a BGSU parking
permit.Proper coins must be
deposited in the meter."
Yarnell said, "It will be so
much easier for the students to
find a spot for an hour or two.
There won't be that many students putting money in the meter for all day parking like
before."
Yarnell said students will
probably complain at first because of the added cost of an
hour's parking, but in the long
run, the students and the faculty
will save if they park in their
specified lots.

8-year stuggle ends

WCPN signs on the air
CLEVELAND (AP) - An other three counties.
The station plans to devote
eight-year struggle to bring public radio to Cleveland ends at 10 about two-thirds of its time to
p.m. Saturday when WCPN-FM news and public affairs - provided it can keep up funding.
goes on the air.
The broadcasting will begin
The station has received more
with a gala celebration called
than $800,000 in corporate contri"The Big Turn On," which pubbutions and has a $315,000 line of
lic radio supporters will pay up
credit from seven downtown
to $100 a ticket to attend.
banks. The station operators
Once the festivities are over, a
hope the rest will come from
26-member community advisory
listener contributions.
board is supposed to oversee the
management of the station to
"I'm a little bit excited, a
make sure the programming
little bit nervous," general manmeets listeners' needs.
"There has to be a way to ager Leonard Will said.
have community accountability,
and we provide that," said Dr.
PROGRAMMING WILL be
Carla Streep O'Day, a physician
and one of the advisory board from local news personalities
members. "We won't have any- and National Public Radio,
thing to do with programming American Public Radio and the
Kr se, but we will have input to Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
i general manager."
The 90.3 spot on the dial was
once held by WBOE, the public
THE STATION is licensed to station run by the Cleveland
serve five counties: Cuyahoga, Board of Education.
Geauga, Lake, Lorain and MeWBOE, which had signed on
dina. The board consists of 17
members from Cuyahoga in 1938 and was the nation's first
County, three from Lorain non-commercial holder of a
County and two each from the broadcast license, went into re-

ceivership in 1978 when it faced
a $33 million deficit.
Cleveland was the largest city
and the 18th-largest radio market in the United States without
an NPR station.
The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, the parent of
NPR, had shown an interest in
the Cleveland market as early
as 1976. Sarah Butler Taylor, a
Cleveland Heights resident,
helped form the local Cleveland
Public Radio group consisting of
residents interested in the idea.
The group was led by Brad Norris, a lawyer.
CPR HAD TO battle with the
board and with the Cleveland
Public Library for the license,
and the application sat with the
FCC for three years as CPR and
the library battled it out.
"It was just an awful situation," said Kenneth Seminatore,
elected to the board of education
during the struggle. "You had
two community-minded groups
fighting over a carcass."
A compromise was reached in
June 1982 when the library withdrew its application.
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25«/hr.

Ed Lemmink, employee of Charles Lee Associates, adjusts the meters so that they reflect the price of
parking which was raised from 10' to 25' an hour. The new rates now are in effect.

Kroger pushes wage cuts
CLEVELAND (AP) - The
Kroger Co. notified union officials here yesterday that it will
implement a contract calling for
wage concessions, whether or
not the agreement is ratified by
all segments of United Food and
Commercial Workers Local 880.
Kroger spokesman James
Mclntire said terms of an Aug.
22 offer to 269 meat cutters at 23
northeast Ohio Kroger-operated
stores will be implemented next
week, even though meat cutters
voted down a similar contract
offered July 29. The second offer
was never voted on because
union officials said revisions
from the earlier proposal
weren't significant enough.
"DESPITE REQUESTS by
the company and its own members, the union leadership has
refused to allow members of the
bargaining unit the right to vote

New wheelchair ramps added

Stairs of Hayes Hall repaired
by Don Lee
staff reporter

Construction work on the
front steps of Hayes Hall is
expected to be done this
week, said Tom Quinn, job
foreman for Quinn Concrete
of Toledo, the company con-

tracted for the job.
The modifications include
replacement of the front steps
to Hayes Hall, the addition of
two wheelchair ramps to the
front door and construction of
two stone and concrete piers
along the ramps to match the
architectural style of the
building, Quinn said.

Originally the work was
scheduled to be completed
over the summer but delays
in shipping the stone, some of
which had to be specially cut
to match the style of the
building, held up the completion of the work, Quinn said.
The original stone used for
Hayes Hall was terra cotta.

but its limited availability
made it necessary to fashion
the matching trim from cut
limestone, Quinn said.
THE STEPS were finished
and the main entrance was
open a week before the semester started.
The Hayes front steps had
to be replaced in order to
bring the wheelchair ramp up
to floor level, said Ray Buckholz, assistant to the University architect.
"We couldn't pour a new
slab over an existing one because moisture getting between the slabs would freeze
and crack the concrete,"
Buckholz said.
In addition to work on
Hayes Hall, Quinn Concrete
was hired to build a wheelchair ramp at the main entrance of Overman Hall.

Photo/Joe Phelan
Tom Quinn, Job foreman for Quinn Concrete of Toledo, builds a guide to pour concrete for the ramps in
front of Hayes Hall yesterday.

Quinn said he expected the
Overman ramp to be finished
tomorrow when the railing is
scheduled to be installed. The
wooden ramp at the main
entrance to Overman will be
removed when the concrete
ramp is completed, Buckholz
said.

—

on the proposal," Mclntire said.
He said the Aug. 22 offer will
be implemented Sept. 11, when
the current contract expires.
The local represents 1,900
northeast Ohio Kroger workers.
The largest segment of the local,
representing retail clerks, ap5roved the concessions package
uly 29.
Irv Gitlin, a spokesman for
the union, said officials had not
gl decided how to respond to
oger's action. The new contract calls for wage reductions
of up to $2 an hour.
"What Local 880 is doing now
is trying to get some kind of
legal interpretation and some
response from the membership," Gitlin said. "I'm sure
the union will eventually have
some response to this. From the
union's point of view, what the
company is doing is implementing terms that nave not been
accepted by its workers."

GITLIN ADDED that another
vote might work against Kroger.
"The union is receiving literally hundreds of phone calls
from clerks who voted for the
company's terms on July 29 with
some understanding at the time
that the company was telling
them the truth,,r Gitlin said!
"They no longer feel that is the
case, and they want another
chance to vote. We know the
clerks are angry."
Kroger has said the northeast
Ohio stores would likely close
without the concessions.
"Since May, the company has
sought a new union contract in
order to preserve its remaining
23 northeast Ohio stores and the
1,500 jobs associated with
them," Mclntire said.
Earlier this year, Kroger
closed 18 stores in the region.

Lake County man
charged with fatal
Canadian bombing
PAINESVILLE, Ohio (AP) An American who was arrested
near the Montreal Central Station Monday night after a fatal
bombing had lived in Lake
County, where he still has family, local records show.
Montreal police Sgt. Jacques
Grondines said police arrested
Thomas Brigham, residence
given as Rochester, N.Y., in
connection with about 50 anonymous notes attacking Pope John
Paul II, banks, insurance companies and various governments.
The bombing came a week
before the pope is scheduled to
visit Montreal by rail on a 12-day
Canadian tour.
Lake County Probate Court
records show that a competency
case was filed in 1973 against
Brigham. The record shows only
that Brigham was declared incompetent from Sept. 10,1973, to
March 9,1984.
Montreal police said that
Brigham mentioned a daughter,
Kathy Brigham Herten, of Mentor, in the notes.
Mrs. Herten could not be
reached Monday night or yesterday and did not answer notes left
at her home.
BRIGHAM'S EX-WIFE, Marjory Brigham of Mentor, said it

was possible that he was in
Montreal on Monday, since he
had moved to Canada in 1975.
However, she said she could not
imagine him being involved with
a bombing. Mrs. Brigham declined further comment.
Brigham had not been
charged Monday morning, although he still was in custody.
Later in the day a son, James
Brigham, who lives in the Cleveland suburb of Richfield, declined comment until he was
absolutely sure the man in custody was his father. He also told
the other family members not to
comment.
Lake County Clerk of Courts
records show that Brigham and
his wife were married in July,
1945. She filed for divorce Oct. 3,
1975, and was granted the divorce Jan 13.1976, on grounds of
"gross neglect and extreme
cruelty" by her husband.
Domestic Relations Judge
Ross Avellone's divorce decree
noted the couple had 11 children
and that Brigham was totally
disabled and receiving Social
Security benefits.
A former neighbor, Gilbert
Forestall, recalled Brigham as a
"very personable sort of guy,
!ust as friendly as you'd ever
ike to meet."
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Editorial—i Accident. What accident?
by Art Buchwald

University needs
absence standard

(With the resignations of
Anne Gorsuch and Bert Lance,
Mr. Buchwald has gone on a
monastic retreat to rethink the
entire November elections. He
left behind some of his readers'
all time favorite columns.)

Waiting for tardy professors can be a hassle and a
gripe of University students, especially when
students think of the money they pay to be educated
each year. But when professors do not arrive to class,
how many minutes should students wait for them?
Because the University does not have a written
policy on this at the present time, some students leave
the classroom as soon as they can, while others choose
to wait longer and hope that the professor will show up.
We believe a written University policy should be
established stating how many minutes students should
wait for their professor when he is late to class. Under
the present system, students wait as long as they feel
necessary, with most students willing to wait 15
minutes.
A written policy should be established so professors
realize the importance of informing students of their
upcoming absences and also so the University can
crack down on professors who cut their own classes
frequently. We hope a written guideline will have a
psychological effect on professors who have the habit
of arriving late or skipping their classes for other
commitments.
According to Section B II.6 of the Faculty Governance Document, authored by the University's Faculty
Senate, it is the instructor's responsibility to meet with
classes regularly or make arrangements if he cannot
be in class.
Students should not be forced to waste their time
waiting for a professor when they could be studying
and using their time more wisely. A written guideline
would eliminate the confusion that now exists.

"Hello, I have a collect call
from Miss Joyce Robinson in
Oshkosh. Wis. Will you accept
the charges?"
"Yes, operator, we will."
"Hi. Pops. How are you?"
"Fine. What are you doing in
Oshkosh? I thought you were
driving to Cape Cod to visit Aunt
Rose.7'
"We were, but Cynthia
wanted to stop off and visit a boy
she knew from school who lives
in Minneapolis."
"Who is Cynthia?"
"She's a girl I met in New
Orleans."
"New Orleans? I didn't know
you went to New Orleans."
"I wasn't planning to, but
Tommy said there was a great

concert of the Grateful Dead
scheduled to play in the stadium. He got the day right, but
the wrong month."
"Tommy?"
"He was hitchhiking on 95."
"You started out with Ellen
Mulberry. Where is she?"
"She met some kids she knew
in Fort Lauderdale, and they
were driving to Mexico, so she
decided to go with them."
"Do Mr. and Mrs. Mulberry
know this?"

garageman said it will cost $550
tofix it up."
"That's a fortune!"
"You don't have to pay it if you
don't want to. I can leave the car
here. I met a guy who has a
motorcycle, and he says he'll
take me as far as Detroit."
"I'LL PAY IT!"
"How's Mom?"
"She's on the extension. I
think she was fine until we got
your call. Where are you staying
until you get your car fixed?"

"I think Ellen called them
after the accident."
"What accident?"
"The camper she was in had
a blowout, and Ellen got banged
up a little."
"So you're now traveling
with Cynthia and Tommy."

"I met some nice kids who
have a religious commune near
here and they said I could stay
with them if I promise to devote
the rest of my life to God."
"That's nice."
"The only problem is I have
to shave my head."
"Can't you stay at a motel?"
"I donH have any money
left."

"No. Tommy stayed In New
Orleans, and Cynthia left yesterday. She said she couldn't wait
until my car was fixed."
"What's wrong with your
car?"
"The motor fell out. That's
what I'm calling you about. The

"What happened to the $3001
gaveyou?"
"Two hundred went for expenses and 100 of it went for the
fine."

"What fine?"
"We were fined $100 for
speeding in this little-bitty town
in Arkansas."
"I told you not to drive fast."
"I wasn't driving. Fried
was."
"Who the hell is Fred?"
"He's a vegetarian, and he
says capitalism is finished in the
West."
"That's worth $100 to hear.
Are you going to Cape Cod to
visit Aunt Rose or aren't you?"
"As soon as I get the car
fixed, Pops. Send me the money
care of Western Union. You
don't want the man to fix the
dented door at the same time?"
"Your car had no dented
door."
"It does now. I have to go,
Dad. Some kids I met are going
to take me white-water canoeing. Goodbye. And Pops have a nice day."
Art Buchwald is a writer for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

B.G. needs more street people
by Joe Phelan
On a hot summer night my
friend and I were walking
through Harvard Square. This
square is several blocks of shopping area near the famous university in Boston of the same
name. It is full of normal shopErs by day, but at night it gets
ten over by all manner of
strange performers and is
crowded with onlookers strolling

down the sidewalks looking for
free amusement.
Beneath a hand-lettered little
sign that said "Poetry Reciting," a very short old man was
drawing a crowd on the sidewalk, he was dressed in green
corduroys with a black turtleneck and wore a pink lei
around his neck. He was bald on
top, but the white hair on the
sides of his head hung down onto
his shoulders. He was tinkling
tiny bells that hung from a
leather string around his wrist
as he recited poetry in his haunting voice.
"... then gleaming like great
green summer rain they came
bursting down from the flying
eagles and fell on golden whan
rats in the smitten city below;
falling skyscrapers raping the
stars off the skyline. The crashing cold ocean waves beating
into the city forever, (tinkle,
tinkle) Death and spray mauled
as lovers on the grass of the
green, green meadow in the
sunset far above in the mountains and then the beast came
upon the obscene love scene
and...," he raved on and on.
I was enthralled by his bizarreness and stood amongst the
large crowd on the corner.
"Let's get out of here, Joe, he
scares me," my friend said.
"Why?," I asked, not wanting
to leave.

"He looks like something I'll
have a nightmare about. He'll
wake me up in the middle of the
night and be sitting on my chest
staring down at me ,"she explained.
He really did look like a man
possessed by an evil spirit. So
we fled down the street to see
what other performers were trying to make some spare change
from the crowd.
The world-famous "Twinkie
Lady" was the only street musician we saw with her own light
show. She wore a white top hat
adorned with Christmas tree
lights that blinked as she played
a small synthesizer keyboard
and sang old tunes from Jim
Morrison and the Doors.
That night in Harvard Square,
we were thoroughly amazed by
the talent and variety of entertainment. We saw fire jugglers,
puppeteers, a magician on a
umcycle, country music bands
and a rambling blues guitar
player. The only thing we
missed that night was seeing
breakdancers.
Bowling Green desperately
needs a place like that.
When you walk down Wooster
or Main Street on a weekend
night there isn't anything like
that happening. Except for seeing the usual roving drunks
stumbling to and from bars, or

being shouted and whistled at
from passing cars, nothing too
exciting goes on.
Something like Harvard
Square could be set up in Bowling Green in the downtown area
without much difficulty and be
of great profit to the community.
I'm sure there are many talented performers in town who
could really use a few extra
bucks, even if it is in pocket
change. Besides that, we've got
a giant school of music here.
There could be performers on
every downtown corner and
maybe a few in the middle of the
block, too.
Having fun, free entertainment would help improve community relations between the
college students and the rest of
the town, since they could all be
walking around having a good
time together.
This plan would also help out
many students' tight budgets
since they could be entertained
and have a better time walking
down the street for free than
they could for spending lots of
money for cover charges at
drinking establishments.
Let's get on that right away,
Mayor Bellard.
Joe Phelan is chief copy editor
of the News and a junior photojournalism major from Maumee.Ohio.

German drinking rules change
Fuhrer's army on bier strike
by Michael D. Towle

*Age \too eenrwz OF*5 TtocnvY TH/»4 VOO
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The following is a conversation
SY father overheard in a bar in
unich, Germany during the
big one, World War 17. He was
an undercover agent for the CIA
trying to infiltrate the German
bar crowd.
"Say Werner, have you heard
about those new rules the field
marshall will be initiating this
year regarding how much bier
we can drink at our Stalag gettogethers?"

The East responds to Anderson
by Simon Blackwell
The other night after he consumed too much of his favorite
beverage, beer, and I just a
modicum of mine, wine, my
fellow apartment dweller and I
fell into a discussion about the

attributes of the Northwest versus the Midwest. (Immediately,
you may note a difference in our
stories. First, we in the Northwest, not simply West, also
quickly separate ourselves from
that place called California, the
early stomping grounds of Milhouse. We in Die Northwest do
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not drink California wines. We
drink Washington wines that are
generally of superior quality to
those of California. Second, I
being from the Northwest, rarely consume too much alcohol. I
had plenty of recreational activities to keep me busy in the great
state of Washington and its
neighbors, Oregon, Idaho and
British Columbia without having
to resort to such escapes. However, I imagine that I, too, shall
learn to drink to excess here in
theflatiands.)
Perhaps I should rebut my
political scientist roomie with a
comment on contemporary polltics. Who on earth at this campus respects the ideals of Ronald
Reagan? If I were a Midwesterner, I would gladly let the
Californians lay claim to Ronnie;' after all, Ronnie seems to
have deserted the Midwest
farmer and laid claim to California.
Until Mr. Anderson has been
at the top of one of those mountains at the sides of the beautiful
valleys he has so maligned, I
suggest he knows nothing of
wide open places. Show me a

place in the Midwest where you
can see for 100 miles in all directions and I'll show you a skyscraper in Detroit. (Whoops!
Forgot about the air pollution
that seems to settle here in the
lowlands and often precludes
vision over a mile, pollution that
later causes add rain in the
beautiful Northwest and Canada.)
As to the weather here and
there, at least I can sleep dry at
night in Washington. There I
don't have to wake up in a puddle of sweat caused by the high
humidity and heat. Here I might
as well go for a walk in the rain
before going to bed. You can
keep your January and February. On the Northwest Coast
the average temperature is 45 in
the winter. Granted, I can drive
one hour inland and be in 15 feet
of snow, but then I can also drive
inland in the middle of our pleasant 70 degree summers and find
a foot or so of the nice cool stuff.
Simon Blackwell is a graduate assistant in the Philosophy
Department from Cincinnati,

"Yah, I heard about that. We
are only allowed 3.6 biers per
person, in the bier hall.
"A war is not won on 3.6 biers
per person, my friend."
"Some larger stakes and
their fraulein counterparts - sorlags - feel they will run out of
bier long before the deadline for
parlays set by the Fuhrer."
"But how could the Fuhrer,
in his good judgement, want
stormtroopers roaming the
streets of Munich when there is
a war going on?
"He was a stormtrooper
once. Surely he must understand
what consequences he might
"I shudder to think of the day
one of our fellow stormtroopers
would be hit by an American
tank in the streets of Munich.
"Those yankee dogs."
"Yah, yah."
"And how will we explain to
the stormtroopers that the high
command feels that every time
we have a parlay with the frauleins, we must provide pretzels
and strudle in a never-ending
supply or stop serving the bier.
''Yah, and the way some of
those frauleins eat, it will take
all of our yearly Stalag dues to
make it through Oktoberf est.
"And not only that, but even
our closest of mends, say your
brothers, must present their papers at the gate or be forbade
entrance to the Bier Hall."
"An outrage!!!"
"And there is more, my
friend.
"Some of the smaller Stalags, who have taken a large
number of new stormtroopers,
will not be able to have a parlay
because more than half will not
be over the legal age limit ordered by the Fuhrer, himself."
"Another outrage, we are not
German youth."
"Yah, yah. And there is even
more to add to this tyranny.

"The high command has
deemed that a parlay in your
private quarters, because it is
owned by Mother Germany,
cannot take place if more than
10 of your fellow stormtroopers
are present and/or the trooper
throwing the parlay has more
than 24 biers to distribute."
"We will be forced to drink
the bier ourselves and storm the
frauleins' residences."
"But, wait. This horrid tale
has not ended."
"Be seated my friend,
Werner, I must tell you of the
dreaded Gestapo."
"GESTAPO."
"Yes. They will patrol all
Bier Halls at every Stalag, to
ensure that those without proper
papers do not consume bier.
"The dreaded Gestapo will
be the first to impose punishment on anyone breaking the
laws of Mother Germany."
"What will the black devil do,
Hans?"
"He will close the Bier Hall
immediately, and the parlay
will end and the frauleins will
disperse.
As if that is not punishment
enough, he will then notify the
Commandant of your violations."
"There is but one thing we
can do Hans to stop this terrible
reign of tyranny In our home"Prey tell, what; I will follow
you."
"We must urge our young
comrades outside Mother Germany never to come here, for we
have been strangled through
laws imposed without representation and treated like German
youth, when we are grown members of the Third Reich."
Michael D. Towle. editorial
editor at the News, is a senior
news-editorial major from Sylvania, Ohio.
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Divides campus into five sections

USG plans elections for district reps
Epsilon and Kappa Sigma fraternities) and Harshman Quadrangle.

by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter

While the U.S. presidential
election won't be held until November, Bowling Green students will have an opportunity to
cast ballots of a different sort
this month.
The election of district representatives in Undergraduate
Student Government will be held
Sept. 20.
The Bowling Green campus is
divided into the following five
districts:
• District 1 - Offenhauer Towers and MacDonald East and
North.
• District 2 - MacDonald
West, Prout Hall, sorority living
units, the French House, Treadway Hall and Harmon Hall.
• District 3- Lowry Hall, Mooney Hall, Kohl Hall, Rodgers
Quadrangle, the greek units adjacent to Rodgers, Old Fraternity Row, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity, Kappa Sigma fraternity and off-campus greek units.

• District 5 - Conklin Hall and
Kreischer Quadrangle.
In addition to representatives
from these five districts, five
off-campus representatives will
be elected.
"UNLIKE AT-LARGE representatives (elected by the student body last semester), who
represent the campus as a
whole, district representatives
are elected to represent only
their district," said Bob Wade,
president of USG.
Wade said the duties of the
district representatives will include attending the council
meetings of the residence halls
within their district to keep USG
aware of the feelings ot their
constituency. He added the representatives will also be available to brine any constituents'
problems to IISG.
Wade said in order to be a
candidate a student must be in
good standing with the University (2.0 or higher cumulative

• District 4 - New Fraternity
Row (excluding Sigma Alpha

Sade point average), must
ve a petition signed by 25
University undergraduates endorsing his candidacy and must
run for the representative position in the district in which he
lives.

DISTRICT
MAP

He added freshmen are considered in good standing with
the University even though they
have not yet established a grade
point average so they are eligible to run.
"The district representative
elections are held at the beginning of this semester and not
with the at-large and executive
elections at the end of the previous semester because this way
freshmen get a chance to run
and to vote," Wade said.
Candidate applications can be
obtained at 405 Student Services.
Campaigning for these positions
will begin Sept. 13 at 5 p.m.
Wade said candidates are limited to spending $50 for their
campaign. This money may only
come from the candidate or be
solicited from individuals.
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SKEDKEN

NEXUS
Expires 9/19/84
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904

E. Wooster
352-8578
(Next to TO's) &.ZZZZ TTW
HIGH PERFORMANCE CYCLING GEAR
ATTRACTIVE CYCLEWEAR

BICYCLE SALES & SERVICE
Beginning Sept. 5*

20%,*:H
off all

HOW. Poe Rd

FREE DELIVERY AFTER 4 p.m.

TWO 12" PIZZAS
plus two 16 oz. -Qplas
for only O

sport shirts

valid only with coupon
Complete line of quality equipment.
Come in and save on reduced
summer merchandise.

LH

ATTENTI

NORTHEND
PIZZA

L_

.70 for each additional item
'Pizza crusts & sub buns baked daily"
coupon good thru 9/30/84

SENIORS

•>
«*>

Appointment sign-ups Aug. 29 - Sept. 14

9:00-5:00 p.m

Photo sittings Sept. 4 - Sept 14 9:00-5:00 p.m.
Call the KEY office at 372-0086 for appt. or stop by 310
Student Services.
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D.C. internships offered

Meeting has pro-terns

City to fix-up fire truck
by Geoffrey Barnard
wire editor

Bowling Green City Council
last night approved the refurbishing of the city's "hook and
ladder' fire truck while Council
President John Quinn acted as
mayor and Ward 4 Councilman
William Herald "cheated legally."
Herald, the council's president pro-tern, acted as council
president while Quinn sat in for
an absent Mayor Bruce Bellard.
It was the first time Herald
officiated a council meeting,
however, and he needed a little
help from a friend.
"I cheated legally," Herald

explained. "I had a crib sheet.
John (Quinn) gave me a sheet
telling me what things (motions) required discussion and
what didn't."
During the meeting, council
made budget appropriations of
$7,750, adopted new rates for the
city cemetery, authorized the
municipal administrator to advertise for an ambulance chassis and a uniform cleaning
contract for the Department of
Safety and certified the cost of
weed mowing.
THE REFURBISHING of the
1958 fire truck, the city's only
ladder truck, will amount to a
"general overhaul," according

How to get
through
a rainy day
just beautifully
Double Bonus Offer—
A fabulous fall compact plus
a full-size signature umbrella
is yours for just $12.50
(retail value $32) with any
$8.50 or more purchase
of Merle Norman cosmetics.
The "Showers of Beauty" offer includes
a compact brimming with fall color:
3 Silky Shadows. 2 lip colors,
1 Sheer Ftowder Blusher.
3 applicators, and an exclusivelydesigned signature umbrella.
This season
you're going to be beautiful—
come rain or shine.

by Dina Horwedel
staff reporter

to Wesley Hoffman, municipal
administrator.
The cost of the fix-up will be
around $15,000, Hoffman estimated.
Two new pieces of legislature
received urgent attention and
were adopted in their first appearance Wore council.
The two ordinances, the supElemental budget appropriaons and the certification of
weed mowing and demolition
costs were unanimously
adopted.
Council also revised the rates
for the city's cemetery after
reviewing rates for 11 other similar Ohio cemeteries. Rates for
lots now range from $1,000 for a
four grave lot for non-Bowling
Green residents to $150 for a
single lot for a city resident.

Many students dream of the
day they'll "make it big in the
big city," meeting and working
with important figures. For Bob
Stovash, a senior pre-law major,
that dream became a reality.
Stovash participated in the
Washington, D.C., internship
program last spring semester
and Is now campus representative for the program.
The program is sponsored by
the Washington Center, a special non-profit internship organization, Stovash said.
He said Washington internships are not only for political
science and pre-law majors.
"This program is for everybody," ne said. Internships are
available for the arts and sciences, theater, history "and all
the way down to business."
Stovash said there are over
200 different kinds of internships

available, including some at the
National Zoo.
He said his internship was
with the Office of Corporation
Counsel in the Juvenile Division.
He said this is the prosecutor's
office in Washington. His duties
included assisting in the prosecution of juvenile delinquents
for rape, murder, robbery and
drug abuse.

as one of them, as an important
part of the organization.
Since the program is part of
the education students receive
at Bowling Green, interns must
take a class in Washington relating to their field of work. Most
interns receive 15 credit hours
for the class and internship.

Stovash said he put in about 50
hours a week for no pay, but was
willing to work hard because he
enjoyed it.

"There are papers to write for
B.G. and for the D.C. liaisons,
and it's tough, but if you like it,
you'll do the work"land;
i
Iou won't
complain," Stovash! d.
The program isn't all work,
however. Stovash said he met
many Important political figures, was invited to two breakfasts on Capitol Hill and saw
President Reagan speak.

One of the reasons he enjoyed
it so much was because he was
treated as "one of the guys," he
said. "I wore a suit and tie and
was treated not as a student, but

"I was scared at first (to go),
but now I think there was nothing better," he said. "It makes
for an intense and rewarding
experience."

HE SAID be interviewed police officers and witnesses, gathered evidence about the cases
and gave his comments to his
superiors, much as a lawyer
would do.

CICF to hold internship meeting tonight
by Carole Hornberger
staff reporter

_____

United Christian Fellowship,
a campus ministry, will hold an
informational meeting tonight
for University students needing
internship or volunteer experience.
According to Kay Sergent,

director of community services
for UCF, students enrolled in
nursing, social work or education, who are required to have
some kind of internship, may
attend the 6:30 meeting to obtain
help in finding a position.
The meeting will be held in the
basement of UCF, 313 Thurstin
St., and will include 27 agencies
such as The Voluntary Action
Center, Children's Resource
Center and Senior Citizen Organization.
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Monty's offers you
I
Design Freedom Perm Ii
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Returning after 4 sold-out summer
performances!
Sept 6.7,8 at 8 pm
Kobacker Hall, BGSU
$7 * $5 Adaltl
$5 A S3 SlaaVais/ Sr CU.
Bex Office oaca weekday*
11-2

h

$33 value

BGSU STUDENTS SI off with
valid ID

i
I
I

Finally, Outreach, a program

NOW $28 includes haircut | geared to helping senior citigood through 9/19/84
valid only with coupon
walk-ins welcome

I
■<«■*£•
I -| QA
I
I W. Wooster
I.

Call 3724171

Sergent said it is an informal a meeting at 6 tonight in the
meeting enabling students to get same place for students who
together with local agencies and wish to volunteer their aid in
ask questions pertaining to the tutoring.
type of work each has to offer. It
also gives them a chance to be
SHESAID Wood Lane School
placed, adding that students is looking for students who
may be placed this semester or would like to gain experience
by January.
working with mentally and
"Local'agencies are always physically handicapped pertrying to recruit college stu- sons. Volunteers will participate, plan and conduct games
dents," she said.
Sergent also said there will be and recreational events with
them every Wednesday from 7
to 8:30 p.m.
UCF Is also handling a tutoring program for University students. Sergent said students will
travel to Perrysburg Heights
and help school children
■en with
their homework. University
vans will transport students every Wednesday, 6:30 to 9 pjn.

352-26111

zens, will be offered. Volunteers
will work in teams of two at the
senior citizens' homes for two
hours and help them with their
needs.

"Many agencies would have a
tough time without the aid of
college students," Sergent said.

128 N. MAIN/ LX3WNTOWN
CBS Records & Tapes

This offer is good through
September 30. 1964, while supplies last.

mawnoRfTfin
Personalized Skin Care and Makeup

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

188 South Main Street
in Mini Mall
Bowling Green
Phone 352-7060

Wednesday, September 5, 6:45 p.m.
210 University Hall
We're looking for people interested in writing, art,
photography, and advertising to contribute to BGSU's award winning magazine. Bring your ideas and questions Wednesday
night.

Along with thousands
of other great selections.

%

MMMMfljuM^

STUDENTS!
STOP IN AND SEE
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY!
• SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• ART SUPPLIES
• PARTY GOODS
• GREETING CARDS
• GIFTS
ETC.

Fitness Leaders
Those selected must be
FIT...ENTHUSIASTIC...AND WILLING to
participate in training sessions!
IF INTERESTED:

<=>

We service and sell typewriters and calculators including the
new SCM Electronics

91111 in 2}

_- _B _ «■«-»■*

lun

HALLMARK AND

OFFICE SUPPLY
^ ffiftffifflrjffirjMffiMffl^^

STUDENT
RECREATION CENTER
Is Seeking —

l68 174

'

Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

(419) 352-1508

• Pick up and complete an application at the SRC Control Desk
before September 8
• Sign up for fitness testing (September 5, 6, & 7).
• Write a one-page statement on why you want to be a leader.
'Preference will be given to Sports Management end Physical education
Majors)

Those chosen after the above preliminary screening
will:
• Attend a workshop on September 8 (8:00 AM • Noon)
• Audition and complete a written test (September 15)
LEADERS will be selected and notified by SEPTEMBER.
16 and will participate in mandatory training sessions
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Get carded for
savings at Revco
GET AN EXTRA 10% OFF
WITH YOUR STUDENT I.D. CARD

■MMOMMAJI

Centrum
30 FREE
WTTHIOO
CentaW
CnUrmn

KM
Bausch & Lamb
SiHrw Solution

-

Mead Theme Books

Regular or For Sensitive Eyes
12 fl. oz.
Your Choice
Get It for
lees everyday

100 + 30 FREE
Get It for
lees everyday

160 pgs • 6 subject
8" x 10W*
or 180 pgs. • 8 subject
8H"x 11"
Your Choice
Get It for
lees everyday

$3«

$8

99i

9

Jovan Musk Oil
Spray Cologne
an. oz.
Get It for
lees everyday

$743

Flexible
Poly Binder
Gat It for
leu everyday

Centrum
Multi-Vitamins

89

Desk Lamp
With fluorescent
U^htOr Swiii*
Arm Lamp

Rolling Hills
Shampoo Or
Conditioner
is n. oz.

1.3 oz.
Get It for
less everyday

Assorted shades
Get It for
less everyday

Regular or Lemon
Your Choice
Get It for
less everyday

39 <

*H

99<

Mr. Coffee Coffee
Maker

Assorted formulas
Get It for
lees everyday

*9?

991

M9 99

Certron
Tri-Pac
Cassette Tape
ceo

Scripto
Mechanical
Pencil

Get It for
less everyday

$1*9

9

$159

1964 BY REVCO D.S., INC.

Mead Brief Polder
With Pockets

5

Revco Dry Roasted
Peanuts

Get It for
less everyday

$189

$129

Mead
Steno
Notebook

Get It for
less everyday

80 pages
Get It for
less everyday

34*

39<

69<

•(ONLY B.G.S.U. STUDENT I.D.S
QUALIFY FOR 10% DISCOUNT)
DISCOUNT DOES NOT APPIY TO
ALCOHOL, TOBACCO PRODUCTS. FILM
PRODUCTS, MAGAZINES O* SOFT DKINKS

Hems available while quantities last.

Lysol Deodoriser
Cleaner 28 n. o«.

18 oz.
Get It for
less everyday

Yellow
Get It for
lees everyday

BOWLING GREEN
Crossroads Plaza
1135 S. Main Street
354-3911
COPYRIGHT

Cover Girl
Nail Slicks

Makes 10 cups
Automatic drip
Get it for
less everyday

Get It for
leas everyday

Cutex Nail Polish
Remover 4 n. oz.

Coffeeco Coffee
Packets

Crest Toothpaste
Regular, Mint Green
or Gel Blue
4.6 oz.
Your Choice
Get It for
lew everyday

Mi5

faitevco
DISCOUNT DRUG

TM

Revco rfrwt the right to limit quantities.

Elsewhere
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Shuttle produces crystal

Student pleased with Discovery experiment
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) - An 18-year-old Ohio student said he was "very happy"
with the way his experiment in
crystal growth was conducted
aboard the space shuttle Discovery on Tuesday, even though the
procedure shut down after blowing a series of fuses.
"I think we got exactly what
we wanted," said Shawn Murphy of Newbury, Ohio, a freshman at Hiram College in Hiram,
Ohio. "It was a tremendous success."

MURPHY'S EXPERIMENT
tested a method of creating a
crystal in a state of weightlessness. The experiment caused a
crystal material called indium
to be melted and then cooled
while suspended in a heat chamber. The crystal was coated, or
doped, with thallium, a rare
metallic element.
The idea of the test was to
develop a crystal that is purer
and more uniformly coated than
is possible to make on Earth,
Murphy said. The space crystal

will be compared with one that
was made in an identical manner on the ground.
Rockwell International sponsored the student experiment
and spent about $100,000 on the
study, according to company
spokesman Mike Martin.
THE EXPERIMENT operated about 2V4 hours before it
blew a series of fuses and was
shut down, said Martin. The
fuses were set at a very sensitive level as a safety measure,
and it was expected that several

of them would trip, shutting
down power to the experiment,
he said.
Astronaut Steve Hawley ran
the experiment and explained it
in a television view beamed to
Earth. A fuse blew moments
after the experiment started,
but it was re-started with another fuse, said Martin. The
test's basic goals were accomplished, he added.
There was enough crystalline
material in the experiment to
run for about six hours, but the

'Ghostbuster' says job isn't easy
ORINDA, Calif. (AP) - He's
never been slimed and he's
never seen a phantom, but parapsychologist Loyd Auerbach
says people are more interested
in what he does these days
thanks to the hit movie "Ghostbusters."

Auerbach, a faculty member
in the parapsychology program
at John F. Kennedy University,
is a private consultant on psychic matters. He says his job has
its difficulties.
"They're hard to get hold of,"
he said of the apparitions that

STADIUM
LAUNDRY
"Clean & Comfortable Atmosphere"
OPEN 7 DAYS 8:00 AM - 10:30 PM
• Attendant On Duty
• Dry Cleaning
• Laundry - Self Serve Or Drop Off
IN STADIUM PLAZA

352-9719
SPECIRL Any Large 16" One Item Pizza For

$]*o

plus Q FREE 2 Ut*r btl.
of PEPSI with this
coupon, ft J10.20
value, flsk for when
ordering.

E>. MUM II *a.
Chicago Styl* Enid

have eluded his investigations.
"It's not as if you can get them
to walk into your lab, sit down,
and start up a conversation."
Auerbach, 28, is one of a small
band of professionals who conduct "spontaneous case investigations - or investigations of
paranormal occurrences outside
of laboratory conditions.
The professionals call themselves "psychical field researchers,'' or
"parapsychological field investigators." These days, however,
they're known as ghostbusters.
In the movie. Bill Murray,
Dan Aykroyd and Harold Ramis
portray three New York City
parapsychologists who launch a
private enterprise, "Ghostbusters," to control an outbreak of
ghosts and nasty spirits that
reaches epic - and comic - proportions.
They use high-tech wares to
battle the beasts and creatures
that invade a hotel, library and
apartment house in New York.
But in reality, Auerbach says,
there are no PK-valence detectors, no nuclear-powered particle accelerators and no devices
that suck up subatomic matter.
"We'd love something like

that - it'd make our lives a lot
easier," he said.
About half of the spontaneous
case investigations seem to include an element of psychic phenomena, the others stem from a
person's psychological stress,
Auerbach said.
There are about 300 practicing
parapsychologists, most of them
residing in the United States and
Great Britain, according to the
100-year-old American Society
for Psychical Research.
Dr. Karlis Osis, emeritus professor at the New York-based
society, has conducted more
than 100 field investigations.
Osis decries a lack of ghost
education that leaves many peoele wondering whom to call aftr they run into a suspected
paranormal occurrence.
"To me, it is silly the way in
which Americans are totally unprepared to handle apparition
experiences," he said. "They
run - even from their own mothers. This is cruel. We should
Frepare people for all life situaions - not just driving an automobile or crossing a street, but
having an apparition experience
as well."

Op*n 4 P.m.

FREE DELIVERY
rUArxun
2CU N fflMI
mo* fc.
t»tfC>inOM>

U

352-5166

On* Coupon P™ Plua

Expires 9/30/84
Voted Beat Pizza In B.G.

BRADNER COMMUNITY
FESTIVAL & BEER BLAST

1" Annual
Route 6 East, right on
Pemberville Road (South 1 mile)
SATURDAY FRIDAY Chicken FJBQ
Country
Jamboree
300 • Country
ille North S
Uptown Country

Incorporated
Evening Uptown
•Country
& The Sleek Bros

Admission at gate $3. Cash drawing Sat. at id p.m.
Sponsored by: American Legion Post 338
and Bradner Fire Deportment

FOLLOW THE SIGNS
-///-////////-A////. -SS/SSS'S/S,

Still looking for
Fall housing?

FALCONETTE TRYOUTS
Try out for BGSU's
Precision Figure
Skating team
Aug. 30, Sept. 4, Sept. 6
ICE ARENA
10:15 - 11:15 p.m.
Call Mrs. Barber at
372-2365 for more Information

Fall is in full swing
at the Forrest Creason
Golf Course ...
* Fall student memberships $35
* Green fees weekdays $3.75 for 9
holes; $5.50 for 18 holes
Weekends $4.50 for 9 holes
* $6.50 for 18 holes
* Picture I.D. & current validation or
schedule necessary for student rates

test required far less time than
that, he said.
"WE WOULD have been
happy with an hour and we got
about two-and-a-half hours,"
said Martin. "We're very
pleased."
Murphy was to fly to Edwards
Air Force Base in California
yesterday and be on hand when
Discovery lands today. He said
he would recover his experiment
tomorrow and start studying the
results.
The idea for the experiment

Longer life costly
WASHINGTON (AP) Eliminating diseases such as
cancer and heart ailments
would prolong millions of
lives, but also would mean
burdensome costs to society
in caring for the elderly
whose lives are extended, a
private research group said
yesterday.
The Population Reference
Bureau estimated, for examSle, that it would have cost
>e "government an extra $15
billion if all Americans who
died prematurely of heart
disease in 1978 had lived to
their full life expectancy.
The bureau, which specializes in population issues,
urged the government to focus research on slowing the
aging process, to try to predict accurately the number of
elderly in the future and to
plan programs that will be
required to care for them.
THE BUREAU'S report,
"Death and Taxes: The Public Policy Impact of Living
Longer," drew on the work of
seven researchers including
economists, population experts and a biologist.
"The postponement of
death increases federal costs,
requiring more taxes," the
researchers said. "If we anticipate the timing and magnitude of these cost increases,
we can meet them or mini-

kinko'f

M-F 9-4:30 214 Napoleon Rd.

352-1195

September 5-7
9am-5pm
Promenade Lounge,
2nd floor, Union
Buy a plantbrighten your room

FMALiY.ACOPYMG
SERVICE DESIGNED
WITH YOUR NEEDS

$270.00 furnished f $250.00 unfurnished

RESIDENT PAYS GAS AND ELECTRIC

EARLY
OPEN LATE

Plant Sale ^g>

Two bedroom apartments still available.
Includes: Water and sewage. All residents are granted
privilege of using the Cherrywood Health Spa located at
835 High St., B.G.

0PEN

FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE
* Quick and Inexpensive *
12exp. *2.79
24exp.»4.89
15exp.'3.49
36 exp. *7.29

has both furnished and
unfurnished apts. still available
Phono:

mize the economic burden."
"The postponement of an
individual's death is becoming a federal affair, and one
whose implications we cannot
ignore."
Debate on this issue was
stirred earlier this year when
Colorado Gov. Richard
Lamm suggested that the elderly have a "duty to die"
and allow the next generation
to build their lives. He said
later his remarks had been
misunderstood, that he meant
to say the elderly have a
"right to die" without machines that maintain life artificially. Lamm said he did not
mean to indicate that anyone
has a duty to die.
The bureau said improved
medical care has lengthened
the U.S. life expectancy considerably in recent years,
from 70.2 years in 1970 to 74.5
in 1983..
But the report said this
does not mean life actually
has been extended. It said the
maximum time any person
lives remains steady at about
lOOyears.
The life expectancy - the
average age individuals attain before death - has increased. But lifespan - the
maximum number of years
any person can reach - has
remained virtually unchanged since recorded history.

354-3977 «*»■■»■» *
325 E. Wooster

MEAD0WVIEW COURTS
Hours:

developed while Murphy was in
high school. Rockwell decided to
sponsor it because the company
already had a crystal growth
chamber that could be flown in
the shuttle, Martin said. Murphy's idea was selected in a
competition with other high
school students from all over the
nation.
Murphy said he will return to
Hiram College this weekend. He
is a freshman there, but he said
he does not plan to major in
science.

325 E. Wooster
(Across from Taco Bell)
354-3977
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Local Boutelle duo star for BG X-country
by Phillip FTHm
sports reporter

Two of the reasons the men's
cross country team could win
the Mid-American Conference
championship this season are
senior co-captain Jeff Boutelle
and his younger brother, David,
a sophomore.
The two Bowling Green natives are looking to improve this
fall and help the Falcons move
"a notch up'' in the MAC standings after a second place finish
last year.
Head coach Mel Brodt, who is
entering his 25th season as
coach, admits that having both
harriers on the team is a plus,
especially with the talented
leadership that Jeff will offer.
"He's taking the responsibility of co-captain very positively
and I hope he and Dan (Gruneisen) can help us move to the top
at the conference meet," Brodt
said.
On the other hand, David
hopes to compete on the varsity
level this year after a freshman
Sear that required him to adjust
i a six mile run as opposed to
the three mile courses he ran in

high school. Even though the
switch was difficult, he's confident that his brother's helpful
advice and last year's experience will make him stronger this
fall.
BOTH BOYS began their
cross country success at Bowling Green High School. Jeff finished 13th in the state his senior
year and David placed 10th his
junior season, before missing
out his final year because of a
lengthy illness. Making up for
that missed oppurtunity, the following spring In track tie ended
his high school career finishing
11th in the state in the mile run
with a time of 4:21.
Another similarity between
the two is they are both associated with the Business Administration college. The elder
Boutelle recently completed a
15-week internship this past
summer with Touche Ross Co.,
and has a double major of Accounting and Management Information Systems while David
is still undecided on which particular field he will enter.
Even though Jeff graduates
this spring, there will be another

addition from the Boutelle family in 1965 when sister Jenni
plans to run and major in business, like her brothers before
her. Although Jeff and David
didn't have to leave town to
attend college, they have no
regrets about attending BG.
"AFTER HIGH school, I was
looking for a school with a good
running program and a beneficial business college, and Bowling Green has that," Jeff said.
"It was a lot more comfortable
for us to live away from home so
we could enjoy campus life and
yet be close to home so nobody
would be apart."
Another plus to attending BG
is that their father is Cliff Boutelle, Director of Public Relations, and that has helped them
in their adjustment out of high
school.
The cross country team will
open its season this Friday at
Ohio State in a tri-meet with the
University of Toledo and the
Buckeyes. The first home meet
will be the following week with
the Falcons hosting Marshall,
Eastern Michigan, and Ohio
University.

Tripucka: i won the lottery*
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) - Kelly
Tripucka said he felt like he had
won the lottery yesterday after
the Detroit Pistons announced
he had signed a seven-year National Basketball Association
contract with the team.
The Pistons announced the
signing of Tripucka and guard
Vinnie Johnson, both of whom
had become free agents, at a
news conference at the Pontiac
Silverdome, the Pistons' home
court.
"After I signed, I said I won
the lottery, only I'm young
enough to enjoy it," Tripucka
said. "That's how I feel, like I
won a lottery."
To keep Tripucka, the Pistons
had to match a $8.3 million offer

he received from the Cleveland
Cavaliers. To retain Johnson,
the Pistons matched a $1.5 million offer from the New York
Knicks.
Tripucka, a 6-foot-6 small forward out of Notre Dame who has
played three years in the NBA,
was to be paid $700,000 this season under the Cleveland offer
and $950,000 each of the next six
years. Exact details of his Pistons' contract weren't disclosed.
"It's good to be back,"
Triupcka said. "I never really, I
guess, felt I was going to be
away. This is the best team for
me. I know I'm happy.
"Now, I finally nave a home,
so to speak. I'm looking forward

Fr— Dalivry • Pino » Subs * Desserts » Homa Mode Soups

t3L PAGLIAI'S EAST
352-1596

to seven good years, at least in
my life."
JOHNSON, A 6-2 guard who is
heading into his sixth NBA season, is one of a growing number
of outstanding substitutes in the
NBA. He seldom starts, but is
able to come off the bench and
score quickly in key situations.
"Things have been going real
well for me here," Johnson said.
"The commitment was here. I
knew Detroit wanted me. The
rest was all just part of negotiations."

BG News/Phil Mastutzo
Senior Jeff Boutelle leads sophomore brother Dave in a recent Bowling Green cross country
practice. The Boutelle brothers have been dominanant forces in BG since high school. They
continue to excel as Falcon harriers.

WITH THIS COUPON

$2.00 OFF
Any Hooded Sweatshirt, Muscleshirt, or Shorts
or

HAIR UNLIMITED

L Family Hair Care & Tanning Center
143 W.Wooster

■

353-3281

j PRECISION CUT */*
i
P 00
l (includes Shampoo) D

{with coupon

expires 9/19/84

$1.00 OFF Sweatpants
We have the biggest selection of shorts & sweats in BG.
We now carry heavyweight "Russell-like" sweats

FALCON HOUSE
"Your Running Shoe & Sportswear Headquarters in BG'
140 E. Wooster, B.G.
Ph. 352-3610
Open M-F 10-9 Sat. 10-5
One coupon per purchase. No other discounts apply
Expires 10/30/84
\

440 East Court

On thejob market Careers that are hot. skills that sell. What to expect
when you enter the work force.
On todays news- and policy-makers: Who to walch. . . who stands where
. . who holds the reins on red-letter Issues
On the economy: Where is it headed? What does it mean to your buying
power?
U.S.News & World Report takes you behind the scene. Straight to the
source with on-target analyses of what it means to you.
Subscribe to US News at half-price. Just fill out and send in the coupon
below.

Money-staving
Student Coupon
D YES, send me 25 weeks of U.S.News a VVbrld Report tor orty
$9.88 111 save 50% ott the regular subscription rat* and 77% off the
cover prlce.O Payment enclosed n Borne

40e

Name
School Name.
Address
City/State

-Apt..
-2pMail coupon to:
U.S.News* World Report
2400 N St.. N.W. Room 418
Vveehtnglon, D C 20037
Lrttan for tnt 14m Blimp on WFAL Brought to you by US New 4 world Rtport

u.s.News

Get down to business faster.
With the RA-35.
If there's one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA-35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value

calculations, amortizations
A powerful combination.
and balloon payments.
Think business. With
The BA-35 means you
the BA-35 Student
spend less time calculating,
Business Analyst.
and more time learning. One
*
keystroke takes the place
of many.
The calculator is just part
of the package. You also get
Creating useful products
a book that follows most
and services for you.
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

3

Classifieds
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Browns ponder loss

NCAA changes for the worse
The college football season
is just over one week old and
a couple of things have
disturbed me since it began,
specifically a couple of rule
changes the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association football rules
committee made for the 1984
season.
While 39 changes were
made, most concerning
player safety, two are most
significant.
1.) One revised rule makes
defensive pass interference a
15-yard penalty from the line
of scrimmage, plus an
automatic first down.
Previously, the offensive
team got the ball at the spot of
the foul. Also, if the pass
interference occurs in the end
zone, the offense gets the ball
on the two yardline instead of
the one.
What did the rules
committee have in mind
when they came up with this
rule? Maybe they were all
former defensemen and they
decided to give the current
college defensemen an edge.
Not a slight edge, but
potentiallly an overwhelming
LET'S SAY a team that
relies on its strong passing
offense - like Bowling Green,
Miami of Florida or Boston
College - needs a touchdown
to win and is forced to go into

a two-minute drill. What good
is it if they throw passes over
15 yards? A smart defender
who sees he can't block or
intercept the pass can simply
tackle the receiver and it wifl
only cost his team 15 yards.
And what about an
interference that occurs just
before the goal line and is
well over Is yards from the
line of scrimmage? The
defender who imentionaly
commits the infraction saves
a potential touchdown and the
offensive team only advances
the given 15 yards.
What is even more absurd
is bringing the ball out to the
two-yard fine instead of the

sideline
Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor
one. Now, I know every vard
counts in football, but why
would the rules committee
decide to put the ball back one
more yard? Do they feel it
will make the game that
much more exciting?
2.) When a free kick crosses
the goal line in flight and first
touches the ground or
anything out of the end zone
untouched by the returning
team, the ball comes out to
the 30 yardline instead of the
20. If the kick rolls through
the end zone, it still comes out

to the 20.
THIS RULE supposedly
ensures that the kicking team
will not be able to avoid
facing a run back. Is this
really necessary? Recently
BG coach Denny Stolz
suggested the rules
committee just move the
kickoff mark back to the 35yardline from the original 40.
But I guess that would be too
easy.
What's wrong with having
the ball carry out of the
endzone? If the team has such
a strong kicking game then
let them use it to their
advantage.
BG place kicker Gehad
Yousetf said the new rule will
not effect his kicking game
because the air is thicker in
the midwest states and the
ball will not travel as far.
The new rule might not
effect Youseff and some other
Midwest kickers, but there
are other schools who rely on
a good kicking game for other
reasons besides kicking field
goals and punting. And ihe air
does not effect the flight.
The season might be a little
too young to make a definite
judgement, but keep an eye
out for defensive backs
Eracticing the art of
itentional interference and
kickers learning to improve
their hang time, instead of
distance, on kickoffs.

BEREA, Ohio (AP) - The
Cleveland Browns will try to put
the Seattle Seahawks out of their
minds this week as they prepare
for game No. 2 of the National
Football League season - a confrontation with the Los Angeles
Rams.
The players were in no frame
of mind to dwell on what happened in the season opener In
Seattle, as the Seahawks ripped
the Browns 33-0.
The same was the first for
Juarterback Paul McDonald as
leveland's regular starter at
the key position. But McDonald
completed just eight of his 27
passes for 114 yards. He had no
touchdown passes and threw two
interceptions.
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CHECK IT OUTII The 8485 Men o BGSU
CnHnoar Is here"
Q MAT Preparation
Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Center
35SO Secor Rd.
638-3701

HUMW PER AD. ADVERTSM0 DEADLINE TWO DATS M ADVANCE IT 4 PA CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
PUN THE FIRST

OAT

FREE Of

CHARGE; SUBSEOUENT ADS CHARGED SV REGULAR RATE SCALE

UNIVERSITY PUCEKNT SCHEDULE APPEARS AS THE FIRST US TING EVEP.T OTHER TUES0AI

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE

SERVICES OFFERED
Mother of 2 win babysit
Location on Sugar Ridge Roed Near Anderson
Road Cat) 1-833-8481 after 5 pm.

^•g^^

SPECIAL EVENTS
Senior Job Placement Meeting
Wed S'S. 12.O0-1 00 pm
Tnurs 8/8. 12.00-1:00 pm
Community Suite. Union

DJ and SUPERSOUND SYSTEM for PARTIES.
DANCES. FORMALS Cal STEVE. 535-0888
or 242-4882
Typing. Papers, dissertations, etc 372-2281
or 352-0835
CHECK IT OUTII The 8485 Men of BGSU
Calendar ie here"

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
PERSONALS
Roysl Green Meeting on Sept 5 at 6:00 pm In
151 Memorial Hal tor all old members and
anyone eirte Interested Mope to see you mere'
There w* be a CHOICE meeting Thursday
September etn at 8 00 pm m me Religious Ed
room of St. Thomas Moore CHOICE is the
campus support group 'or breexuale. gays, and
lesbians
Welcome Back students 'rom the Criminal
Justice Organization Our first meeting «* be
Wednesday. Sept 5. at 7 00 pm in 303 N
Eppter Al criminal Justice majors, especially
freshman, are encouraged to attend Beet of
kuck to al in the 1984-1985 school year
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOB CHRIST MEETS
EVERY THURSDAY AT 7:10 PM IN THE
FACULTY LOUNGE 2ND FLOOR UNION.
COME JOIN US FOR A GOOD TIMEI FOR
INFO CALL 364-7958.

LOST ft FOUND
FOUND beg ol domes. Mercer S Sugarndge
8/27/84 Cal 352-2920 to identity

DERBY DAYS ARE COMING lllllll
CHECK IT OUTII The 84-85 Men of BGSU
Calendar la here"
RSA WANTS YOU
INTERESTED IN A LEADERSHIP POSITION Or*J
CAMPUS? THREE DIRECTORSHIP POSi
TIONS AVAILABLE (PROGRAMMING. PUBLICfTY AND PUBUC RELATIONS. RESIDENCE
HALL ISSUES) APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
425 STUDENT SERVICES DUE SEPTEMBER
8 BY 4:00 PM
APPLY FOR AN RSA DIRECTORSHIP TODAYI

ence Send resume to 500 Lehman Ave., Box
#17. BO, Ohio 43402
Church Organist
St. Paul Lutnem. Hesklns
Cal 823 5631 or 623-4320

WANTED
21 year old female needs place to tve NOW!
For inlo eel Lisa 372-4786

GOVERNMENT JOBS
$ie.5S9-$50.5S3/year
No* nirmg Your area
Cal 805-687-8000 Ext R-B84B

Efficiency to sublease 2nd semester
$155)mo. al unities peid 364-8215.

Do You Want To Help Others'
You Can"'!
Be e UNK counselor: intervention, information,
and referral center To find out how you may
become a UNK counselor cal NOW! 362-5387
or 352-1545 or come to 525 Ptie St Bowing
Green Training provided tor el accepted appscantai Appacaaon deedana: September 12
Become a Helping Connection

of Karsatos, who started against
Michigan State last season when
Tomczak was hurt.

HELP WANTED

Make $200-$300 per week in pert time setae
Must be available 4 pm to 8 pm weekdays Cal
Direct Ad Company 354-1878

EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME, NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY7 NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LACUNA'S PO
BOX 26791, CHrCAQO. IL 60826-0781.

Smel bend for wedding reception in September, As soon as possible cal 352-6676 or
362-8833
babysitter: My home 8.30-3 30, MF $50/wk
Would consider 2 people spatting time S
monev352^308^^^^^^^^^^

Now taking applications lor the fdowrng positions: waitresses/waiters, floor walkers, bar
tenders Both day and night Ume evaHable
Apply in person at BUTTONS alter 8:30 pm
everyday: or Tues a Thura after 200 pm

While Bruce said there is no
Eroblem with Tomczak's leg - he
roke the tibia and the fibula in
a spring game May 5 - his ankle
is more of a concern. "From his
inactivity, there is calcification
in it. We ve had a heavy, tightly
knit cast over it in practice. But
it limits his mobility.
Honde 550 X-Tre dean great around campus
8650 or otter 364-2146
AUDI 100LS new tranamlselon. battery, rear
Urea, starter Wf grve to htgheel offer Andy
3?:-7043.
82' Toyota Tercel
Moving to New Ziatand
4 dr., Automatic, 33.000. 352-2891

CLERK. TYPIST, SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS. AND SECRETARIES needed lor temporary Jobs in Bowing Green No fees or
contracts, vacation pay! Cal VICTOR TEMPORARY SERVICES 4210 Sytvanla Ave , Toledo
14181471-8085 EOE, M/T/H

^^^Ban»noeni»vJWa*esses^^^^
Apply withm. Mr Bolangles 893 S Mam St

FrdrJer on the Roof
Sept. 6,7.8 at 8 p m.
Kobacker Hal
Cal: 372-0171
BGSU students St off
with vakd ID

Rookie receiver Bruce Davis,
counted on to give the Browns a
break-away threat in kickoff
returns, picked up 88 yards in
five kickoff returns and fumbled
once.

Mike is ready. He has full clearance for contact. But unless
Earle Bruce and Mike Tomczak
say he is ready, he will not play.
Most likely, he will not play
Saturday.''
Instead, Bruce will open with
a redshirt sophomore, Jim Karsatos, in Tomczak's spot for the
opener for both teams in Ohio
Stadium. "He is most certainly
an experienced player. He is not
new to Ohio State, Bruce said

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Mike Tomczak likely will not
play Saturday against invading
Oregon State, even though xrays yesterday showed the Ohio
State quarterback's right leg
was healed after he broke it in
two spots in a spring scrimmage.
Earle Bruce, the sixth-ranked
Buckeyes' coach, said of his
regular quarterback for the last
two seasons, "The doctors say

Roommate wanted
S110/mo eel 354-8343
730 Scott HamlNon «D

FaJconettesBGSU s precision figure skating
team-Try outs at 10 15 p.m at the Ice Arena
8/30. 8/4, 9.6 Cal Mrs Barber at 372-2365
Jo^floraJrj|jn]wiflfljL^^^^^^^^^—

On defense, veteran linebacker Clay Matthews tried to
analyze the team's trouble.
"It's hard to get a feeling for
what went wrong," Matthews
said. "We didn't play well in any
facet of the game. It's hard to
define where the team was at
psychologically"I'm just glad it all came out
at once instead of over a two-or
three-week period. Hopefully,
we've got this flushed out of our
system."

Tomczak to sit out OSU opener;
Karsatos gets starting nod at QB

Streamers hat a special surprise coming
soonl Wstch for details.

CLASSFEDS: •» pa

"I could've played better, but
then we all could've played better." McDonald said.
''What we have to do now is
come out next week and play
like we're possessed," McDonald said. ''It's lust the first
week. Fifteen ana one will still
win it, I'm sure."
CLEVELAND'S BEST receiver, tight end Ozzie Newsome, was limited to two catches
for 22 yards against the swarming Seahawks defense. He was
critical of the receiving corps.
"Blame it all on us." Newsome said. "We weren't running
good routes. But anytime you
get shut out, it's got to be a
combination. It can't be one
segment that hurt us."

FOR RENT
Are you a grad student or a conscientious
under grad looking tor a quiet piece lor serious
study? Private entrance, comb living room
bedroom, bath a cooking privileges Prefer
non-emoktng male $40/wk rnd. uM > phone.
cal 688 5865
BG Country Club area, 3 bdrm upper luxury
apt w/laundry Alt. garage, adults onty, Faye
Ave, $370/mo 1 utl. Cal Toledo 419-382
4401.
VxJeo Cassette and Video Diec rental
3 days. 3 movies. $28.86
Ptxrape Video Ctr. 1028 N Main
354-3513

FOR SALE
For Sale 72 VW Hermann Give convertible
New hres eel 823-3271.

Part-time secretary, flexible schedule. Must
have typing, minor bookeeptng 4 some technical writing skills Pay comeneurate with experi-

AOracent to campue
Nice 2 bdrm. turn. apt.
$400/mo 1 utd 364-1763
attar 5:30 362-3408

1880 Yamaha Motorcycle. 400 oca
$800
688-5187
Super Stereo Turntable. Am/Fm. asperate
cassette player, deluxe headphones speakers
end stand $115 668-2579

Daly Rental and Leasmg $14 00 perdey. Autc
Outlet 352-2227 1010 S Mam St

Bar w/buiR In stereo end rythm eghts $75 00
354-2145

"irjfciij and Sales Management Dub Membership Drive n B.A Lobby.
Join Now

250 N. MAIN

SPECIAL EVENTS
Senior Job Placement Meeting
Wed 8/5. 12:00-1:00 pm
Thus 9/6. 12:00-1 00 pm
Community Surte. Union

■

FREE SINGLE WASH

|

with coupon Mon.-Fri. 9-5
Expires 9/19/84
I LOCATED DOWNTOWN

Edited by Trade Michel Jnffr
ACROSS
1 Barn pests
5 Poultry pen
9 Maltese and
Manx
13 Unknown: Abbr
14 Lamp dwellers
of legend
15 Take on
16 Posh home,
London style
17 Ding
18 Ready lor
publication
19 Part ol a
curve
20 Member ol the
Mock
22 Part of 16
Across.
formerly
24
Park, Col.
25 Volcanic rock
27 Glacier
31 Permitted
'
33 Rivulet
36 Gardener's
need
37 Wimbledon
winner. 1975
38 Trot and canter
39 Clue
40 Shoshonean
41 Sex appeal
42 Cuts into
cubes
43 EI
,Con
quistador's
quest
45 Beef cut
47 Overcomes
50 Milk snakes
53 Oater
56 Women's gp.
57
dancers
58 Musical com
position
59 Word for a
Ranger
60 Word on a
rlstorante
menu
61 Poto and chess
62 Kind of
ranch
63 Sow
64 Country's
Campbell
65 Street sign

DOWN
1 Family
members
2 Passive
3 Locomotive
attachment
4 USNAgrad.
5 That: ft.
6 Postpone (with
"put1)
7 Pen noises
8 Farm
enclosures
9 Before cake
10 Helper
11 Tour
12 Tennis point
14 High winds
20 Call's cry
21 Mild oath
23 Fromagene
purchase
26 Swindle
28 Get cold feet
29 Tops
30 Family
lavorites
31 Praise
32 Ratio term
34 Place to mend
35 Old English
letters

38 Zero
39 Hart's partner
41 Lyric poems
42 Art style
44 Overseas
46 Rabbits km
48 Add up
49 Froth
51 Musical movemen!

52 Overwhelming
victory
53 Gopher's
habitat
54 Watch Ihe
pretty ones
goby
55 Utopia
57 Bombast
59 Brit, peers

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

riMiiii nr.iijij iiiimimi
WITH) Mlilil'I UUiil'll'l

$2 OFF i $] OFF !I 50t OFF
finy large-16" pizza

Any medium 13" pizza

with TWO ot not* Komi

with TWO or nor* items

PaKr OPEN 4
352-5166

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

P"3c?OPEN4

p.m.

352-5166

VOTED BEST PIZZR IN B.C.

FreHt Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZH
p.m.
VOTED BtST PIZZH IN B.C.

•>
MMiiMiii unii [iir.iiimi

[ijLinnn r.im.iii

OPEN 24 HRS.

B

L.........J

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Berries

and

I
I
I
I

Any snail lO" pizza
or large sub

P>*»PoPEN4I

Fiee Delivery
ONE COUPON PtR ORDER
P.m.

352-5166

VOTED BEST PIZZH IN B.C.

Towers Inn

HMMII

our full-service restaurants!

open for fall on September 10.
Come join us!
We deliver smiles!
IlerriieS located in Harshman
T£J

is open for
Lunch: M-F

11 am-1:30 pm

located in McDonald
is open M - F 4:15 - 6 pm
iiacouponii

Dinner: M - R

4 - 6:30 pm

Food
Operations
Winner of the 1984 Ivy Award for excellence In foodaervlce

for free
regular soft
drink in
Berries or Towers Inn
expires 9-21-84

